WIMBLEDON AND PUTNEY COMMONS
CONSERVATORS
DECLARATION OF INTEREST FORM

I Peter Hirsch as an elected/appointed (delete as appropriate) Conservator (Trustee) of
Wimbledon and Putney Commons Conservators have set out below my interests and those
which I am aware of any connected person, which may or may be perceived to give risk to a
conflict of interest or conflict of loyalty, in accordance with the organisation’s conflicts of
interest policy.
Category

Current and
previous
business,
employment or
professional
activity.

Please give details of the interests, relationships, involvements
and duties and whether they apply to you or to a person or
organisation who is connected to you (a ‘connected person’)

Birkbeck College, University of London
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None
Appointments
(voluntary or
otherwise) eg
trusteeships,
directorships,
local authority
roles,
memberships,
tribunals
associated with
the
Commons/WPCC
etc.

Membership of
any professional
bodies, special
interest groups or
bodies/groups,
including
organisations
utilising the
Commons.

None

Investments in
companies,
partnerships and
other forms of
business,
shareholdings
and beneficial
interests (except
a shareholding of
less than 1% of
the shares of a
company).

None

Gifts, hospitality
or inducements
offered to you in
your role as a
Conservator by
external bodies
and whether this
was declined or
accepted in the
last twelve
months (refer to
Code of Conduct
regarding gifts
and hospitality).

None
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Any other actual,
perceived or
potential conflicts
of interest or duty
that are not
covered by the
above.

None

STATEMENT OF ACCEPTANCE
To the best of my knowledge, the above information is complete and correct. I undertake
to update as necessary the information provided, and to review the accuracy of the
information in this declaration on at least an annual basis and to declare any potential
conflicts of interest at the earliest opportunity in accordance with the WPCC conflicts of
interest policy. I give my consent for the information to be used for the purposes described
in the conflicts of interest policy and for no other purpose.

Signed:

Date:

…24 December 2021……………………..
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